Reported Speech Worksheet With Answers
reported speech worksheet - grammarbank - reported speech worksheet rewrite the conversation in
reported speech 1. mrs. white, "janice, you have to clean up your room and empty the dish washer before you
leave for the game." janice said, "okay, mom. i will." mrs. white told janice that she _____ her room and _____
the dish washer before she _____ for the game. reported statements mixed exercise - perfect english
grammar - reported statements mixed exercise change this direct speech into reported speech: 1. “he works
in a bank” ... reported statements: answers 1. she said (that) he worked in a bank. 2. she told me (that) they
went (had gone) out last night (the night before). 3. she said (that) she was coming. name: date: grammar
worksheet reported speech 1 - grammar worksheet all things grammar grammar focus reported speech
(change from present simple) level intermediate answer key 1. kelly said (that) her kids were at home. 2. kelly
said (that) she couldn’t go to work. 3. kelly said that she didn’t know the answer. 4. kelly said (that) she had
some free time. 5. reported speech rs 1 - english-grammar - english-grammar reported speech rs 1
change to reported speech! 1. mary said:”i will play cards the day after tomorrow”. (mary informed me…marry
informed me that she would play cards the following day/the next day. by really learn english - shopify reported speech worksheet by really learn english really-learn-english teacher’s page reporting verbs onestopenglish - keep students in their pairs and hand each pair cut up cards from worksheet 4. students
should divide the cards between them and take turns reading out the quotes on the cards. student a should
read out the quote, student b should listen and say the reporting verb they think is most suitable, then student
a should tell them if they are correct ... direct and indirect speech - pearson education - 1 direct and
indirect speech when the actual words of the speaker are reproduced, it is called direct speech. example: he
said, ‘ i am going to school.’ when the main idea of a speaker’s words is reported by another person and the
exact reported speech - edu.xuntal - reported speech a) podemos contar lo que alguien dijo de dos
maneras: 1. repitiendo sus palabras exactas, es decir, empleando el estilo directo. - “i have to go now,” she
said. - “we lived in paris for three years,” peter said. 2. contando la idea, pero no las palabras exactas, que es
el “estilo indirecto”. quoted%and%reported%speech% - powering silicon valley - ask the students
where they might find reported speech. possible answers: meeting reports and summaries, daily conversations
and news stories. in other words: both quoted and reported speech are used frequently! pp2 verbs used to
quote speech the most common verb used for quoting speech is say. a. “i will retire next year,” the manager
said. b. reported speech exercise - autoenglish - reported speech exercise direct reported is seeing was
seeing sees saw saw saw/had seen has seen had seen will see would see is going to see was going to see can
see could see direct reported here there this that these those now then today that day yesterday the previous
day tomorrow the next day reported speech rs 2 - english-grammar - english-grammar reported speech rs
2 change to reported questions! 1. he asked:”do you live in the country peter?” he asked me if i lived in the
country. name: date: grammar worksheet reported speech 2 - grammar worksheet all things grammar
grammar focus reported speech (change from present simple questions) level intermediate answer key 1.
maggie asked (me) if the meeting was at three. 2. maggie asked (me) if they were here / there. 3. maggie
asked (me) who she was. 4. maggie asked (me) what his name was. 5. maggie asked (me) if i was okay.
reported speech worksheet - english grammar - reported speech worksheet © englishgrammar 3. the
boy said that he was waiting for her. 4. the masons said that they had ﬁnished the job. reported speech inglÉs - english grammar reported speech 3 all those changes represent the distancing effect of the reported
speech. common sense, together with the time aspect from the speaker’s point of view, are more important
than the rules when reported speech - perfect english grammar - reported speech reported statements
when do we use reported speech? sometimes someone says a sentence, for example "i'm going to the cinema
tonight". later, maybe we want to tell someone else what the first person said. here's how it works: we use a
reporting verb like 'say' or 'tell'. if this verb is in the present tense, it's easy.
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